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Building a better future with STEM:
the power of partnership
Science, technology, engineering and mathematics are fundamental to meeting the
challenges we face today and in the future. At STEM Learning, we believe every
young person needs and deserves a world-leading STEM education, one that engages
and nurtures their unique talents, and provides the knowledge and skills they will
need to participate fully as the creators and citizens of tomorrow.
We need your help to do this – engagement with
employers is core to our vision. As you will see in this
report, we know how to make a difference – there is
clear evidence our work helps young people,
sparking their enthusiasm and boosting their
achievement. But there is much more to do and we
need your support to help those who need it most,
the schools and young people facing the greatest
disadvantage. We hope you will join the community
of businesses supporting STEM education through
Project ENTHUSE and ENTHUSE Partnerships
and placements.
As we write, the UK is in the midst of COVID-19.
STEM Learning has risen to the challenge, rapidly
developing new support for home teaching and
learning, and moving existing support and activities
online. The huge take-up and positive feedback we
have received demonstrates how effectively we are
supporting schools, young people and families
through this time. You can read more about our
COVID-19 response on page 10.

But we will need to work hard to close the gap, now
and in the future – the disruption to young people’s
education over the last few weeks and months has
been severe, and the losses, particularly for
disadvantaged young people, will not be recouped
quickly. We are determined to help teachers, schools
and community groups get young people across the
UK back on track – and, with your help, we are
confident that we can.

Baroness Brown
Chair

Yvonne Baker
Chief Executive

Our Vision
is a world-leading STEM education for every young person in the UK.
Why?
Because a world-leading STEM education combines knowledge-rich and effective
teaching; thinking, investigative, creative and practical skills; with experiences which
develop a lifelong love for STEM and where it can lead. It has economic, social, cultural
and ethical value, with positive impacts on social mobility, and promotes equality in
future careers.

STEM Learning makes a difference
Here’s how we make it happen:
Students achieve more

350,000

Our support reached
GCSE students in 2018/19 –
increasing student engagement,
aspiration and attainment,
helping an additional 16,000
young people achieve
two good science GCSEs.

Employers and STEM Ambassadors

We are the largest provider of
STEM education and careers
support across the UK.

Tackling disadvantage
We run Project ENTHUSE, funded
through a charitable trust
supporting those who need it most
so that every young person has
access to world-leading STEM
education.

33,000

Our network of
STEM Ambassadors volunteer
over 640,000 hours a year – so
we can help employers connect
with young people through
outreach and partnerships with
schools and colleges.

Better teaching

50,000

We deliver over
days of continuing professional
development (CPD) a year –
improving teaching and tackling
shortages by encouraging
teachers to stay in teaching.

Online resources

14,000

We host over
free STEM resources for
teachers and schools,
with over a million
downloads each year.

Investing in education
We are a not-for-profit organisation
funded by government, charities
and businesses - investing all
our income into improving
STEM education.

Every school in the UK

230,000

We connect with over
teachers, reaching every primary
and secondary school, and
post-16/FE college in the UK.
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The power of investing in teachers
No education system can exceed the quality of its teachers.
The only way to improve outcomes is to improve instruction.
McKinsey 2007
Investing in teachers makes sense: each teacher teaches thousands of young
people over their career. STEM Learning helps them do this better by providing
high-quality continuing professional development (CPD) that has measurable
impact on teachers, their students and their schools. Teachers can access our
CPD via intensive, residential modules at the National STEM Learning Centre,
Centre
local sessions from our UK-wide network,
network and
andonline
onlineformats.
formats.
Improving the quality of teaching
We want every teacher to return to their classroom
refreshed and re-energised, with improved subject
and careers knowledge. Teachers track and feed back
to us on the impact of their CPD back in the
classroom. They report that our CPD has improved
their teaching and given them the tools to embed
STEM careers throughout the curriculum, inspiring
their students. They also tell us how valuable it is for
sharing
for
sharing
withwith
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in their
ownown
schools
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andand
more widely.
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Improving young people’s outcomes
We track improvements in assessments and exam
results at schools where teachers engage with our
science CPD, and compare them with schools that do
not.not.
do
TheThe
analysis
analysis
shows
shows
thatthat
ourour
CPD
CPD
boosts
boosts
students’ knowledge of science in primary schools
and gets results in secondary schools:
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In 2018/19, over 350,000 GCSE students
benefited from better teaching thanks to our
CPD – 16,000 more young people achieved
two good science GCSEs.
In 2018/19, nearly 70,000 students took
STEM A levels after benefiting from our CPD
– helping an additional 2,000 young people
progress in STEM.

We also survey students to measure the impact on
attitudes when schools engage with our CPD through
ENTHUSE Partnerships (see p8).
pageWe
8). find
We find
thatthat
students develop more positive attitudes towards
science and understand better how it can help them
do well in life. More of them – girls and boys – aspire
towards STEM careers and their confidence also
grows, with more students considering themselves
“the kind of person who could have a STEM career”.

Investing in
teachers
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STEM Ambassadors: their strength in numbers
STEM Learning manages the flagship STEM Ambassador programme, connecting
schools, colleges and community groups with 33,000 STEM Ambassadors giving over
640,000 hours of their time each year. Backed by UK Research and Innovation (UKRI),
we support and mobilise volunteers, helping them engage with STEM initiatives from
organisations such as Engineering UK, the British Science Association, the Social
Mobility Foundation, Nesta and Business in the Community, as well as working
directly with schools, youth groups and community associations.
STEM Ambassadors engage and inspire young people
from all backgrounds about STEM and the possibilities
it opens up. These passionate, committed volunteers
come from the widest range of backgrounds
imaginable. They are relatable – the majority (57%)
are under 35 – and challenge all kinds of stereotypes:
nearly half (45%) are female and 14% are from Black,
Asian and minority ethnic backgrounds. They offer a
wealth of experience from their diverse careers with
over 7,000 different employers.

STEM Ambassadors have a high level of
positive impact on young people
• 76% of young people rate their experience with
STEM Ambassadors as good or very good.
• 92% of schools, colleges and community groups
report increased enjoyment and interest in STEM
subjects from young people engaging with STEM
Ambassadors.

The programme benefits teachers and STEM
Ambassadors
• Over 90% of event organisers (mostly teachers)
report that STEM Ambassadors boost their
knowledge, confidence and enthusiasm for STEM –
and their ability to bring it to life by linking lessons
with STEM careers and real-world contexts.
• 90% of STEM Ambassadors report strong personal
satisfaction from their volunteering and the support
it gives their local community.

STEM Ambassadors work for employers

“The best part about being a
STEM Ambassador is when you
see someone have a light-bulb
moment and understand a
concept that seemed alien to
them only moments before.”
JOSS
Software Engineer,
Raytheon
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• Surveys show that volunteering boosts staff
engagement – we also know from feedback that
STEM Ambassadors increase their job satisfaction
and knowledge, as well as confidence and
communication skills.
• STEM Learning has developed new tools that
enable employers to support and manage outreach
of their own STEM Ambassadors, connecting with
local communities, teachers and parents, as well as
young people.

STEM
Ambassador activities
UPDATED
MAP the
TOUK
DO
across
March 2019 – April 2020
1–10
10–20
20–50
50–100
100+
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Project ENTHUSE is a unique collaboration of government, charities and
businesses working together to promote STEM education and provide support
for all teachers, schools and colleges, but particularly those who need it most.
ENTHUSE headline sponsors:
making STEM-specific professional
development accessible to all
Support from headline sponsors enables teachers
from all over the UK to participate in STEM
Learning’s transformational CPD, benefitting
hundreds of thousands of young people every year
(see page 2). Current headline sponsors for science
CPD include the Department for Education,
Wellcome, bp, BAE Systems, Vertex Foundation and
Rolls-Royce. Sponsors supporting computing CPD
via the National Centre for Computing Education
include Arm, BT, IBM, Microsoft, Nationwide and
Rolls-Royce.
Whilst our support is open to everyone, we know
that schools tackling disadvantage sometimes
require even more help to get involved. Therefore
ENTHUSE provides additional assistance to schools
and teachers who work in our most challenging
schools – through enhanced bursaries and tailored
support. That way, we can ensure that no school,
teacher or young person misses out.

“Project ENTHUSE
has enabled us to transform
science across our school using
STEM Learning CPD. Staff
confidence is at an all-time high
and the benefits for our students
are clear... including great exam
results at our school and our
partner schools!”

“We are pleased to
have expanded our partnership
with Project ENTHUSE to support
teacher professional development and
deliver an impactful science curriculum
in schools across the UK. The Vertex
Foundation believes it is critical to invest
in STEM education to inspire the next
generation of innovators.”
KATHARINE JENSEN
Executive Director,
Vertex Foundation
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RACHAEL GREEN
Lead Practitioner
Science

Project ENTHUSE
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ENTHUSE Partnerships: creating sustainable
improvement
ENTHUSE Partnerships are tailored two-year
programmes bringing schools together to make
lasting step-change improvements in STEM
education by working with STEM Learning, their
Partnership sponsors and STEM employers.

Evidence shows that ENTHUSE Partnerships raise
aspiration and achievement, inspiring teachers and
boosting their knowledge, confidence and tools for
teaching STEM. Participating schools track
attainment and attitudes and this evidence shows
clear benefits for young people from ENTHUSE
Partnerships:
• Increased attainment in STEM: 90% of girls and
77% of boys meeting / exceeding expectations in
science – improving the performance of over 9,500
young people across the ENTHUSE Partnerships
programme.
• Narrowing the gap for disadvantaged students:
69% of pupil premium students meeting /
exceeding expectations in science – helping over
4,500 of the UK’s most disadvantaged students
improve their performance.
• Increased aspiration: 15,000 more students want
a career in STEM thanks to ENTHUSE Partnerships.

“We are delighted
by the real difference
ENTHUSE Partnerships are
making, raising engagement and
aspirations in STEM among the
UK’s less advantaged young people.
As a global charity with a mission
to engineer a safer world, supporting
ENTHUSE Partnerships helps us to
embed the skills needed to realise that
mission, both now and in the future.”
OLIVIA SWIFT
Senior Programme Manager,
Lloyd’s Register
Foundation

Over the past year we have worked with charities
and employers to create 87 new ENTHUSE
Partnerships, supporting 520 schools and benefiting
over 340,000 young people. Current sponsors
include a diverse range of organisations from across
the STEM spectrum, such as ASDA, GSK, Goldman
Sachs, Jacobs and the Lloyd’s Register Foundation,
to name but a few.

“At Jacobs, we recognise
that quality of teaching has
the greatest influence on
achievement, career
destination and the power
to change the lives of young
people. As a supporter of STEM
education, we are launching
three ENTHUSE Partnerships
across the UK.”
TRICIA STEPHENSON
STEM Lead, EMEA,
Jacobs
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“My placement at
Network Rail gave me the
opportunity to interact with
STEM professionals and see solid
application of engineering principles.
This enabled me to share real-world
experiences in the classroom and build
awareness of career prospects and
apprenticeship opportunities.”
ISAIAH OGA
Lecturer,
Blackburn College

ENTHUSE placements: linking teachers and
local employers
Teachers are a major influence on a young person’s
career aspirations, especially for those who lack
networks or support at home. We help teachers
understand more about STEM careers and pathways
so that all young people can benefit from informed
insights and encouragement.

ENTHUSE placements forge strong and sustainable
links between schools and employers. Our unique
programme not only places teachers with employers
to see first hand the work they do and the careers on
offer – it also boosts the impact of the placement by
working with the teacher to share what they
have learned beyond their own classroom,
“Supporting
placements
gives our
benefiting their own school and other
employees
an
opportunity
local schools.
for personal development … to
present their skills in a new way and
engage with local schools in a really
meaningful way … we can show
[the teachers] the range of environments
where STEM subjects are applied – some
obvious, others less so. We want to add fuel to
their passion for the subject so they can show
how their subjects are embedded
in the real world.”
FIONA NEIL
Head of Group
Communications,
Stannah
“I’m proud to be part of
the ENTHUSE Partnership
programme and feel the
benefits to both us and the
partnership schools will be
seen and felt for many
years to come.”
AMANDA SCOTT
HR Director,
Eaton

“At GSK, we have a
vision to be a leader in STEM,
which relies upon our ability to
inspire, educate, recruit and
develop the next generation, who
we hope will go on to discover
ground-breaking ideas of the
future … we’ve been delighted to
fund six ENTHUSE Partnerships.”
HANNAH HUXFORD
Director, Innovation and
STEM Activation, GSK
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Our response to COVID-19
In the spring of 2020, COVID-19 made an impact on the lives of everyone across
the UK, including teachers and young people. STEM Learning sprang into action
to help. Within three weeks, we had moved our face-to-face CPD to remote
delivery; created home-learning web pages with free content, including videos
from Tim Peake and Dallas Campbell; developed online lessons for science and
computing across all key stages; and put in place infrastructure to support
virtual STEM Ambassador activities.
The results speak for themselves – in just one
month we had over two million page views on our
website, 121,000 downloads of materials from our
eLibrary and delivered 1,000 days of CPD.
We are now taking forward lessons from this
experience, not only to refine and further develop
what we offer in future, but also to help us
understand how we can best contribute to helping
teachers, schools and young people recover from
this unprecedented interruption to their schooling.
Young people from disadvantaged backgrounds are
disproportionately affected by school closures.
We are committed to working with their teachers,
schools and community groups to ensure these
young people are supported in STEM. Our plans
include targeted CPD to address attainment gaps,
fast-track ENTHUSE Partnerships in disadvantaged
areas and three pilot summer schools for students
from disadvantaged backgrounds.

Supporting teachers
We developed 26 new intensive remote delivery
CPD courses tackling urgent topics – plus a training
course on how to run online STEM Clubs. Over
4,000 participants rushed to book onto our courses,
which sold out in hours, so we doubled capacity.
We contacted every ENTHUSE Partnership to make
sure they were supported and found that
the networks around the Partnerships increased
resilience, enabling teachers to share ideas and
resources.

Supporting home teaching
Our education experts curated high-quality
materials from our free eLibrary for home teaching
of STEM subjects for every age group at
stem.org.uk/home-teaching. We provided
printable versions to send to students who could
not access them online, and guidance for parents
supporting students at home.

Supporting families
We built stem.org.uk/home-learning to help
parents and carers find family-friendly activities
and materials, including a ‘Parent Survival guide’
and daily STEM activities. This quickly became the
go-to place for science, being a top Google pick for
‘home learning’, with over 100,000 downloads of
materials. We also created a virtual ‘STEM
Ambassadors Live’ festival with sessions ranging
from engineering off-grid homes to chocolate
bridges and exploding rainbows.

Supporting students
We created 165 remote lessons for students in
science and computing, linked to high-quality
materials in our eLibrary and ‘live chat’ teaching
sessions providing one-to-one support for teachers,
parents and learners.

“That is absolutely
brilliant. Thanks so much.
Really really helpful.”
CEO
Nottingham
Schools Trust
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Between March and May
2020 we achieved over:
“We say ‘seren’
in Wales. You are
a star. Many thanks
for your support.”
TIM HOWARD
Danescourt
Primary School

6 million page views
1.1 million website users

5,500 teachers engaged
in our remote CPD
35,000 teachers engaged
in our online CPD

80,000 views of our
remote science and
computing lessons

500,000 downloads
of materials from our
eLibrary
“This is one
of the best websites
I have ever come
across.”
Teacher seeking
resources for
students with
autism

“Amazing feats of engineering
are all around us – and the good
news is, to understand and get
invested in engineering, you don’t
even need to leave your home.
STEM Learning has put together
some fantastic activities for
families to explore.”
DALLAS CAMPBELL
Television Presenter
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Tackling disadvantage – help us make a difference
where it is needed most
Children from poor families often have just one chance in life – and that is a good
teacher and school that give them an opportunity to develop their potential.
PISA 2018
Taking more science courses benefits disadvantaged students even more than
it does their more advantaged peers.
OECD 2011

STEM Learning has always been committed to closing the attainment
gap by working with schools, teachers and young people in the UK’s
most disadvantaged communities – never more so than now. We
know our support makes a difference – but we need to do more of it,
and for this we need your help.
Powerful partnerships

Achieving results in the toughest places

ENTHUSE Partnerships (funded by charities and
employers) and Aspire to STEM partnerships
(funded by the Department for Education) have
helped to transform schools in some of the UK’s
most disadvantaged communities. As one Ofsted
report commented: “Improvements to the teaching
of science were described as dramatic. It had
improved throughout the school. Science teachers
had high expectations and routinely challenged
students of different abilities.”

Schools in the most disadvantaged areas that use
STEM Learning CPD to improve teaching get results increasing the proportion of students getting two or
more good science GCSEs and improving twice as
fast compared to neighbouring schools.

Solving staffing shortages
Aspire to STEM partnerships have stabilised staffing
in departments struggling with high staff turnover,
a key issue for many schools in disadvantaged
communities.

Increasing uptake of STEM subjects
We encourage schools to engage communities and
families alongside students. One school boosted
uptake of Triple Science GCSE by a factor of nine by
using a community event to reach out to
low-income families.
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ENTHUSE Partnerships offer clear benefits for the
most disadvantaged students. By the end of a
two-year ENTHUSE Partnership, 69% of pupil
premium students meet or exceed age-related
expectations in science, compared to 61%
pre-Partnership. ENTHUSE Partnerships have
helped over 4,500 of the most disadvantaged
students improve their performance.

Increasing aspirations
Our Polar Explorer programme worked with 500
primary schools, focusing on students from
backgrounds under–represented in STEM. Teachers
were supported to challenge stereotypes around
STEM careers, broadening the horizons of students
from disadvantaged backgrounds.
As one teacher reported, the programme gave their
students “a sense of aspiration; they don’t draw
scientists now in white coats with big hair… like Albert
Einstein …some of them have said to me, ‘But, Miss,
what do I draw? Because scientists can be anybody!’”

With your help we can tackle the impact of school closures
and close the attainment gap.
• £100,000 provides bursaries to 300 teachers, benefiting over 30,000
young people.
• £50,000 helps at least 5,000 young people from disadvantaged
backgrounds by training 50 teachers to tackle the attainment gaps in
their schools.
• £20,000 sponsors an ENTHUSE Partnership for two years, benefiting over
4,000 young people and their families.
• £12,500 funds a STEM summer school, providing intensive support to 15
students in one of the UK’s most disadvantaged communities.

“Education plays a central
role in the mission towards achieving
a more diverse STEM workforce, something
which I am incredibly committed to at both
a personal and professional level.
STEM Learning is focused on the dual approach of
delivering inspirational teaching and empowering
students to connect with the world of work; continued
investment in these two areas will help students to
make more informed career choices in industries that
are rapidly evolving and increasingly requiring
technical skill sets.”
JO HANNAFORD
Head of Engineering
in EMEA,
Goldman Sachs
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Collaboration and partnering is central to STEM Learning’s approach.
Our partners and supporters include:

National STEM Learning Centre, University of York, York YO10 5DD
www.stem.org.uk employer@stem.org.uk
employers@stem.org.uk Í
@STEMLearningUK
Í@STEMLearningUK
STEM Learning Limited, Company number 05081097

Project ENTHUSE, Charity number 1126965

